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During our 2012-2015 triennium circuit* visits, we uncovered three common concerns 
held by our pastors and lay leaders: declining worship attendance, aging membership, 
and financial challenges. We followed these visits up with a survey taken by more 
than 550 church workers and lay leaders across the district to better understand the 
strongly-held feelings surrounding these key challenges.

During the 2015-2018 triennium, we once again visited our circuits to find out more 
about the expressed challenges, and focused these visits on developing solutions to 
address the challenges. Many ideas were shared by attendees, and our hope is that this 
report helps provide a better understanding of the challenges and how they can be 
addressed in helpful, specific ways.

This report contains the following: the survey results (including the full quantitative 
results and a helpful synopsis of qualitative results), the responses gathered from the 
2015-2018 circuit visits, and a synthesis of some of the best ideas garnered from the 
most recent circuit visits (along with some practical applications). Our hope is that 
leaders in our congregations can pull some tangible ideas from this report to address 
the challenges they are facing.

*The Minnesota South District is divided into 24 smaller geographic regions 
called circuits. Pastors and lay leaders from each circuit meet with district staff 
representatives to share concerns and opportunities so that the district can best serve 
its congregations.

Introduction
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Survey Summary
This survey was open to all members of LCMS congregations in the Minnesota South 
District, including pastors, commissioned workers, and lay people, in Fall 2015. The 
survey was conducted to help Minnesota South District staff prepare for circuit visits 
in 2015-2016. It was intended to address the self-identified challenges shared with 
us by congregations in our previous circuit visits in 2014-2015. The most prominent 
issues that were identified in these visits included, but were not limited to, aging 
membership, declining worship attendance, and financial stresses.

Survey statements were crafted by district staff to understand some of the attitudes 
behind these challenges, and were rated on a scale of 1-5 (5 being highest) for each 
response. Respondents were given the opportunity to add specific comments as 
desired for each question.

Generally speaking, the survey results were the most instructive when looking at the 
strongly negative and strongly positive responses. These strong responses indicated 
deeply-held opinions that helped illuminate underlying issues behind the identified 
challenges.

For each question, we’ve provided the percentages of respondents’ ratings, some 
summary data (including interesting data comparisons by region or by rostered 
worker/lay person), analysis of some of the findings, and selected representative 
positive and negative comments. These comments were representative of specific 
feedback and were kept anonymous. Some comments have been edited only for 
brevity or clarity as well as grammatical errors.
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Respondent Information

Total percentage of 
respondents by region

Total percentage of 
respondents by type
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1. Our congregation effectively uses events 
and social gatherings as opportunities for us 
to meet new people in the community and 
invite them to participate in the life of our 
congregation.
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By the Numbers
25% of respondents answered strongly positive, while 32% answered 
strongly negative
25% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 26% responded 
strongly negative
23% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 34% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 2.95/5, indicating a very 
slight negative response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.08
• Region 2—3.17
• Region 3—2.86
• Region 4—2.62

Comments
“Our events and social gatherings are usually attended almost exclusively 
by our own members”
“We are actively trying to do this, but the prevailing attitudes inside and 
outside of our congregation are difficult to overcome.”
“Preschool activities reach out to community. Other events seem inward-
focused.”
“We say we are open to inviting community members but we need to do 
this even more since we are so small and decreasing in membership.”
“We have two things that right now create “opportunities”: a food 
distribution each week, and the events of our preschool where members 
have a chance to mingle with preschool families and their friends...We 
have other events, but they are mostly to show the community we want to 
be involved (Voting place, city using our gym as a backup place for youth 
baskeball, etc.)”

Analysis
There is a notable difference in the generally positive responses in regions 1 
and 2 versus the slightly negative overall responses in regions 3 and 4. It is 
unknown why this difference exists. Generally speaking, responses speak 
to many congregations struggling with inreach vs. outreach and how to do 
better leverage events.
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2. Worship in my congregation is appropriate 
and meaningful for our members and the 
people in our community.
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By the Numbers
Overall, 57% strongly positive vs. 10% strongly negative
58% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and only 7% 
responded strongly negative
55% of lay members responded strongly positive and 12% responded 
strongly negative

Overall average rating of respondents was 3.64/5, which was the highest of 
all 14 survey statements.

The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.68
• Region 2—3.60
• Region 3—3.76
• Region 4—3.56

Comments
“Very appropriate for our congregation, but probably not so much for the 
secular community around us”
“Some of the worship is meaningful, but much feels outdated and stilted...
feels a lot like checking off boxes each Sunday, and not really trying to 
worship.”
“Worship is about preaching Christ crucified and risen, which is appropriate 
in every community.”

Analysis
Overall, the perception of the majority of respondents is that worship in 
their congregation is very much appropriate and meaningful because it 
is Christ-centered, and they feel strongly about that. Some respondents 
indicated that there is a disconnect for those who don’t know Jesus, because 
they don’t speak the same language or have the same understandings of our 
worship as those in the church. 
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3. My pastor is well known and connected in 
the community.
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By the Numbers
33% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 26% responded 
strongly negative
35% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 23% responded 
strongly negative
32% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 29% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.12/5, indicating a 
moderately positive response. The average ratings per region were as 
follows:
• Region 1—3.00
• Region 2—3.18
• Region 3—3.08
• Region 4—3.19

Comments
“Our pastor works hard at getting to know the community.”
“Our pastor may be well known in the community, but for all the wrong 
reasons!”
“He isn’t a people person and doesn’t connect well with others.“
“He has been our pastor for slightly over two years and has done an 
excellent job of being involved.  I think that as he is here longer he will be an 
excellent ambassador for the church.”

Analysis
Two factors affected the responses to this statement: 1. a number of 
congregations were vacant at the time of the survey and 2. a number of 
congregations have pastors that have been at their congregation for three 
years or less.

Many of the positive responses were connected to the pastor being involved 
in community organizations or by having relationships with people outside 
of their congregation through their childrens’ schools and activities.
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4. My congregation is well known and 
respected in the community.
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By the Numbers
36% of respondents answered strongly positive, while 18% answered 
strongly negative
38% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 21% responded 
strongly negative
35% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 16% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.26/5, indicating a very 
generally positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.18
• Region 2—3.23
• Region 3—3.36
• Region 4—3.30

Comments
“We are off the beaten path and can be very hard to find for visitors. We 
have not attempted to connect with the community as a meeting place for 
groups...”
“We are known as the church that they drive by. We are also known as the 
church with the cell tower. Our ministry remains a mystery.”
“We are a church recognized for reaching out and helping others.”
“This is an area we have made strides in recently with some success.  Well 
known and respected doesn’t necessarily translate into members, but it’s 
better than the alternative!”
“The pre-school helps us to be known in the community.”

Analysis
Many congregations have been around for decades, which allows them to 
be known, in some sense. In addition, having ministries like preschools and 
community gardens brings a sense of awareness. However, depending on 
location and outward focus, the level of knowledge the community has of a 
congregation varies. The reputation of the pastor also affects the reputation 
of the congregation for some, both in a positive and in a negative sense.
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5. My church is known as a gathering place for 
a variety of community organizations.
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By the Numbers
17% of respondents answered strongly positive, while 51% answered 
strongly negative
23% of rostered workers were strongly positive, and 44% were strongly 
negative
13% of lay members were strongly positive, and 56% were strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 2.59/5, indicating a strong 
negative response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—2.85
• Region 2—2.69
• Region 3—2.53
• Region 4—2.27

Comments
“Our facility is small and not conducive to very many activities.”
“Community organizations do not use our church, primarily because most 
of the space is already being used during the day (our Christian Day School) 
and in the evenings.”
“Being that we are in a rural setting (and still close to other towns), we don’t 
have a lot of community organizations that are specific to our rural setting 
and don’t include the other small towns.”
“Although we do have some community organizations that use our facility, 
we are not in a central part of the city and sometimes it is hard to get 
organizations to come out this far.”

Analysis
It’s clear that, across the district, both rostered workers and lay members 
do not feel that their church building is a gathering place for community 
organizations. The comments highlight some key reasons why, namely: 
1. the church is located in a place where there are not community 
organizations or the building is not easily accessible; 2. the leadership in 
many churches do not allow outside groups for insurance or other purposes 
(i.e. recent Boy Scouts ruling); and 3. lack of suitable facilities.
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6. I see a bright future for my congregation 
that includes children and adult baptisms 
and multiple generations engaged in vibrant 
worship and service.
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By the Numbers 
29% of respondents responded strongly positive and 35% responded 
strongly negative
41% of rostered workers responded strongly positive and 21% responded 
strongly negative 
21% of lay members responded strongly positive and 44% responded 
strongly negative

The overall average rating on this question was 2.94/5, indicating a very 
slight negative overall response. The average ratings per region were as 
follows:
• Region 1—3.11
• Region 2—2.98
• Region 3—3.02
• Region 4—2.65

Comments
“In order to get the community back in to church, we have to get the church 
out to the community.”
“We have an aging congregation and unless somehow we are able to get the 
youth involved...I do not see our congregation as thriving.”
“Median age is 34. Preschool has excellent staff and reputation. Two adult 
baptisms this year already and a dozen infant.”
“It breaks my heart to disagree, but I’m discouraged. I know the Holy Spirit 
can do great things, but the demographics of this area are not in our favor. 
We know that Christ’s church will remain until His return, but this promise 
was made to the Christian faith in general, not to particular congregations 
and denominations.”

Analysis
There is a huge disconnect between perceptions of rostered workers and lay 
members. Perhaps this is a communication issue?
Region 4 respondents may be feeling increased pressure because of 
population changes. Negative perceptions seem to exist because of lack of 
young people, dying members, financial struggles, and inward focusing. 
Positive perceptions relate to seeing diversity of ages and an outward focus 
in the congregation.
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7. My congregation would welcome the 
opportunity to explore collaborative efforts 
such as the sharing of church workers with 
other LCMS congregations.
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By the Numbers
26% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 21% responded 
strongly negative
28% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 18% responded 
strongly negative
24% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 23% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.07/5, indicating a slightly 
positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.19
• Region 2—3.08
• Region 3—2.88
• Region 4—3.11

Comments
“We’ve long talked about sharing a youth worker in our circuit”
“I think this is a great idea given the tough financial situations many 
churches face.”
“Sharing a pastor would not be an option for us but perhaps sharing other 
church workers (musician, DCE) would be an option for our future needs.”
“We have already done this and found that it was much more difficult to do 
than we thought it might be.”
“I don’t see my congregation as being very collaborative.”

Analysis
Comments indicate that many have not yet thought about the possibility 
of sharing workers. Of those that have considered it and tried it (including 
those currently in dual-parish arrangements), they generally favor at least 
exploring the idea or see it value currently. The size of the congregation’s 
staff doesn’t factor into the responses; e.g. some respondents from large 
churches think their staff have the ability to help other places while others 
see their staff capacity limited by work in their own congregation.
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8. I want to learn how to be more effective in 
sharing my faith in my workplace, among my 
family and friends, and in my community in 
order to reach people who do not know Jesus.
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By the Numbers
45% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 6% responded 
strongly negative
53% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 6% responded 
strongly negative
39% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 7% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.52/5, indicating a strong 
positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.50
• Region 2—3.46
• Region 3—3.56
• Region 4—3.59

Comments
“I feel our Pastor is constantly encouraging us to do this and sharing ways 
in sermons and Bible classes for us to do this.”
“Still, as long as it’s not “marketing Jesus” but actually sharing His Word, I 
am always interested in ways to be more effective.”
“We have long depended on this to “happen” without intentionality and 
equipping.”

Analysis
It’s clear that in many congregations, the pastor sets the tone in how he talks 
about sharing Jesus in sermons, Bible studies, and conversations. Some of 
the strongly negative responses were not those opposed to sharing Jesus, 
but those who believe they are already well-equipped to do so effectively.

Additionally, it’s interesting to note that rostered workers responded more 
strongly positive than lay members. Perhaps this is a healthy mindset for 
workers to have—that they want to be more effective at sharing Jesus with 
the people they encounter, whether inside or outside the church.
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9. I am confident that the finances of my 
congregation will be adequate to sustain our 
ministries, church worker(s), and facilities for 
the next decade.
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By the Numbers
23% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 41% responded 
strongly negative
29% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 32% responded 
strongly negative
19% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 48% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 2.78/5, indicating a 
moderate negative response. The average ratings per region were as 
follows:
• Region 1—2.73
• Region 2—2.81
• Region 3—2.83
• Region 4—2.77

Comments
“It will take stewardship emphasis all year long”
“We cannot survive on our own with our current finances and trajectory.”
“The daycare is draining everything that the church has and more.”
“We have a very low level of giving. We have a financially well off 
congregation, but they don’t tithe or give very little to the congregation.”
”We are in very sound financial shape”

Analysis
The strongly negative opinions correlate with the deaths of faithful 
givers and young people in congregations that are either not there or not 
giving. In some situations, the connection of finances between schools or 
early childhood centers and their congregations are a concern for some 
respondents.

Responses speak very clearly to the fear many people have that their 
churches won’t last very long with their financial situations. There is some 
hope that if churches engage in better stewardship education, they will 
become more solvent.
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10. My congregation is generous in support of 
mission work locally and globally (e.g. district/
synod mission work, missionaries, Christian 
education, etc...)
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By the Numbers
39% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 19% responded 
strongly negative
39% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 22% responded 
strongly negative
40% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 17% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.31/5, indicating a 
moderate positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.33
• Region 2—3.28
• Region 3—3.48
• Region 4—3.17

Comments
“The predominant attitude is ‘we need to take care of us.’”
“Our congregation used to be a leader in synodically mission support. Now 
they find having pew cushions more important than reaching out to the 
lost.”
“We are looking for more ways to reach out with the Gospel more locally, 
including supporting other congregations who are doing cross-cultural 
work in the cities.”
“Altogether, we probably give 10% of the budget to missions.”

Analysis
The positive responses here indicate that, despite financial challenges, 
respondents find that their congregations are generous with the money 
God has provided them. Some see their schools as mission outposts, and 
supporting them financially is a wonderful local mission effort. Some 
congregations are actively working toward or currently tithing from their 
budget to mission work, both locally and abroad. The negative responses 
to this statement indicate financial stress impacting the ability to give to 
outside mission work.
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11. Financial gifts to our congregation are 
positively impacting people’s lives.
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By the Numbers
36% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 14% responded strongly 
negative
44% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 10% responded 
strongly negative
31% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 18% responded strongly 
negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.27/5, indicating a moderate 
positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.25
• Region 2—3.30
• Region 3—3.30
• Region 4—3.23

Comments
“I think we are more concerned about the physical plant than we are with impact 
to people’s lives”
“We have a benevolence fund that gives assistance to members and community 
members when they are facing financial difficulties”
“We are completing a fund drive that will allow us to update our facilities and 
have more inviting settings with which to welcome people.”
“Our school, though a significant expense, makes a significant impact in the lives 
of students”

Analysis
The positive responses to this statement indicate that respondents see the impact 
of giving to congregations in the lives of the people that are touched. However, 
the small contingent of negative responses were tied to two things: 1. the reality 
that budgets are primarily composed of physical plant and personnel costs and 2. 
the perception that “pet projects” trump more pertinent needs. 

One also must acknowledge the stronger positive response of rostered workers 
versus lay members. Obviously, as their livelihood comes from congregational 
gifts, rostered workers would feel strongly. Additionally, there might be a 
gap between what stories of impact rostered workers hear about and what is 
communicated with their congregations.
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12. Our congregation has taken intentional 
steps to include younger people in our 
ministry, fellowship, leadership, and decision-
making processes.
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By the Numbers
29% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 29% responded 
strongly negative
35% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 21% responded 
strongly negative
26% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 33% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.04/5, indicating an even 
response trending positive. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.15
• Region 2—3.14
• Region 3—2.97
• Region 4—2.86

Comments
“You can’t include them if they are not in the pew.”
“I don’t know if it was intentional, but we have some excellent young men 
(40’s :-)) who are elders...”
“We have a very diverse council. Our average age of council members is 
33.” 
“We need to build a leadership development pipeline”

Analysis
Some positive responses indicate that simply having a youth group is a 
means engaging of younger people in “ministry, fellowship, leadership, and 
decision-making processes.” This skews the data, to a certain degree. Other 
positive responses to this statement are encouraging, as congregations are 
comfortable in allowing younger members to be in leadership positions and 
encouraging a fuller participation in congregational leadership. 

Negative responses focused on the lack of young people to engage in 
congregation ministry and leadership. 
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13. My congregation reflects the surrounding 
community in our age distribution, ethnicity, 
and life-stages of families.
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By the Numbers
23% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 37% responded 
strongly negative
29% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 36% responded 
strongly negative
18% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 38% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 2.86/5, indicating a 
negative response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—2.81
• Region 2—2.77
• Region 3—2.93
• Region 4—2.96

Comments
“We are in a rural area and the population as a whole is getting older”
“We have a huge Hispanic and Karen population... 
but that is not reflected within our congregation.”
“We are aligned in terms of age, but not ethnically.”
“We are old and white. Our community is young and multi-ethnic.”

Analysis
District-wide, we see some common themes that congregation members are 
aging and Caucasian. This is also common throughout the LCMS. 

In some areas of the district, respondents feel that they do align, as they’re 
in areas where the aging of the general population matches up with the 
aging of the congregation. However, in many areas, respondents feel that 
in at least some way, their congregation does not reflect the surrounding 
community, especially in areas that ethnic diversity continues to increase. 
This speaks strongly to one reason why there is a common issue of declining 
worship attendance. 
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14. My congregation is a warm and welcoming 
place for younger visitors and families.
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By the Numbers
42% of respondents responded strongly positive, while 12% responded 
strongly negative
44% of rostered workers responded strongly positive, and 9% responded 
strongly negative
40% of lay members responded strongly positive, and 14% responded 
strongly negative 

The overall average rating on this question was 3.41/5, indicating a strong 
positive response. The average ratings per region were as follows:
• Region 1—3.46
• Region 2—3.63
• Region 3—3.41
• Region 4—3.06

Comments
“I think we are warm, but they look around and don’t see any other young 
people, so never see them again.”
“Guests and new members consistently comment on how welcoming the 
congregation is.”
“Extremely warm, but the next step is inclusive.”
“Our church is cliquey, and it doesn’t know it.”

Analysis
Overall, it’s clear that respondents feel their congregations are hospitable 
and welcoming to visitors. For both negative and positive responses, the 
pastor sets the tone and example for congregation members to follow.The 
negative responses often correlate to cliques and family dynamics that affect 
welcoming atmosphere. Some congregation cultures are very difficult for 
newcomers to break into.
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In general, the responses to the survey confirm the realities of the three 
primary challenges facing our congregations that we heard about in last 
triennium’s circuit visits. However, the extent and depth to which these 
challenges are felt are much clearer.

The question that must be asked is “where do we go from here?” Our hope 
is that these results and conclusions are seen as descriptive rather than 
prescriptive. However, we hope that the following thoughts, ideas, and 
discussion questions might be seen as helpful and useful for congregational 
leaders to work through as they seek to bring the gospel of Jesus Christ to 
the communities in which they live.

Aging Membership
Statements 6, 12, 13 were tied to this challenge

The responses to these statements were relatively balanced, leaning slightly 
negative. 

One way to understand this issue is to look at the declining birth rate 
and loss of younger members in a given congregation, either by members 
transferring, or by the aging of current members. Another way to look 
at this problem is to note that, in some areas of the district, there are 
communities that have very few young people left in them. Either way, this 
is a tough challenge to overcome.

Discussion Questions
• What are three things that might be barriers for younger community 

members to engage in our congregation?
• What are three things we could try to engage younger community 

members in the life of our congregation?

Declining Worship Attendance
Statements 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 14 were tied to this challenge.

Survey Conclusions
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Generally speaking, statements tied to this challenge were responded to 
positively, with the exception of two key statements related to congregations 
connecting with their communities. One, respondents think that they 
could do a better job of using events to invite community members in and 
two, respondents believe that their congregation’s facilities are not being 
used as gathering places for outside community groups. It’s clear that this 
connection to community is one possible way to meet the challenge of 
declining worship attendance.

Discussion Questions
• How open are we to finding new ways to let community groups use our 

space?
• What are three new things we could try to invite community members 

into our church building?
• How good are we at following up with guests and visitors?

Financial Stresses
Statements 7, 9, 10, 11 were tied to this challenge.

Generally speaking, with the exception of the statement about having 
finances that will sustain the congregation for a decade, the responses were 
positive. It is interesting that, even in congregations where the future seems 
bleak due to the financial picture, they see themselves as generous and able 
to make a difference in peoples’ lives.

This positive view of some aspects of a congregation’s financial stress is 
an opportunity to encourage a new level of stewardship education and to 
help congregations find ways to tell the story of how they impact missions 
locally and abroad and how those gifts affect the lives of real people.

Discussion Questions
• What venues can we use to tell the stories of lives that have been changed 

through our congregation’s and members’ gifts?
• How can we educate members about stewardship in new and creative 

ways?
• Are there creative ways we can partner with other congregations?
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2015-17 Circuit Visit Responses
Declining worship attendance
• Teach vocation to the royal priesthood 
• encourage continuity of worship practice
• Exercise the gifts of Christ received in worship
• understand the challenges of dealing with our culture
• teach importance of the Divine service
• greeters show interest and are informative
• allowing the Holy Spirit to be with us
• creative ways for Fellowship, not cliquey
• service worship done well
• offer a variety of styles styles and times
• personal invites
• go into the community
• participate in community activities
• prayer walks ask for needs and give handouts
• take them home (visitors) for lunch or out to lunch
• involve preschool children in worship and children’s messages
• provide other settings for Bible studies
• follow up on VBS
• encourage less active members to keep coming back
• trust God
• reclaim Sunday as a worship day, but how?
• get children active in more services
• reteach the value of family devotions
• reinvest in the family both at home and at church
• keep a positive attitude
• trust that God’s word is at work
• don’t be afraid to invite
• seek the straying
• be real: a real Savior for real sinners
• need for positive momentum 
• congregations helping one another congregation in clergy partnering, sharing, 

collaborating
• celebrating joys, individual and collective, in relationships
• worship needs: people feel welcomed and are cared for
• be relevant to individual needs
• relevant preaching to life’s challenges, needs, and goals
• family: the concept of congregation and a worship atmosphere is one of family
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• positive community impact
• Community engagement
• people like to see people who look like them, target age groups--greeting them or 

using them for worship
• the mission field is coming to us; meet worship needs to reach out and invite people 

and challenge them
• need to acknowledge each [person]
• worship kickstart; each person bring somebody
• in worship, pursue and seek quality and excellence with the liturgy, songs, hymns, 

and preaching
• diversity of music can reach a broader spectrum 
• involve youth in the worship service
• give people are welcome packet plus helpful info and treats
• greeting visitors with later personal follow-up
• do worship well: reverently, professionally, and preparedly
• teach the essence of worship: God feeding us
• coordination of expectations between new pastor and congregation by third party 
• family value of worship; prioritize worship
• teach how to evaluate worship music
• home visits by clergy and others to build relationships
• get families together in worship
• develop relationships among youth
• Bible study opportunities for parents of young kids
• connecting with our community with free events: National Night Out, movies, and 

speakers
• preschool connections in worship
• good solid preaching and teaching
• engaging worship
• relationship building
• use of technology
• make an emphasis of excellent care during major life events 
• engage younger families by the media that they use (elders pastors and leaders)
• understand the demographic iinformation of your specific town and identify the 

vulnerable populations in your community
• have a place for fellowship of before and after worship
• incorporating service opportunities as worship service responses to God’s good 

gifts
• educate our people on the meaning and history of our liturgy
• challenge congregation members to commit to 10 weeks of regular worship
• strengthen our Christian education/schools so parents can become more involved 

in their church
• compete with extracurricular/after-school/sports on weekends and church nights
• district-wide service available with someone coming to visit four or so times to give 
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an opinion of pastor and congregation
• understanding mindsets of millennials
• partnership with sister congregation for variety of worship days and styles
• flexibility of worship times, format, and music
• second language on materials for common minority, including bulletin and the 

newsletter
• reach out to the missing positively
• helpful audio/visual in worship
• excellent children’s messages and Sunday School 
• educate on the benefits of attending worship
• bold they proclaim the word
• better preaching 
• asking “why did you join?” and “why did you leave?” to understand
• more accessibility for elderly
• community relationships and presence at events
• additional points of contact for events besides worship
• visitor-friendly worship service layout (print and screens, etc.)
• attention to comfort level of individuals
• involve people in worship on Sunday
• personal invitation
• encourage missional thinking for all ages and stages
• relational - meet someone where they are at
• develop relationships

Aging Membership
• Have more kids
• teach families to teach the faith to their children
• ensure that are educational institutions are faithful to the word of God
• encourage children as adults to live near their home congregations
• recognize this is true encourage the aging population to continue serving 
• Visitation
• Evangelism
• mentoring parents
• VBS
• be a caring congregation
• support seniors in their needs, show resources in the community
• screens to follow worship
• facilities for physically challenged
• Flexibility
• coffee and donuts for better fellowship and to meet new people
• polarizing elements that may cause attrition or loss of members including 

contemporary worship, tech, screens for PowerPoint, etc.
• I want a place to be buried from
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• how could younger folks serve the elderly?
• Embrace and serve the people we already have
• focus on repentance, grace, peace, and healing for broken families
• Address family dysfunction, provide guidance and support
• intergenerational ministry in mentoring
• examine church structure including bylaws, terms, boards; move to short-term 

committees
• Embrace role of sending young people to Minneapolis, etc.; maximize time for 

equipping and connecting
• develop and coordinate a school system
• community service; also, free beer
• research what is important to millennials, then develop programming for those 

items
• Big Brother program with Christians for single moms or single parent families
• welcome new home buyers program (the key is content)
• youth greeting youth at church 
• Information booth: life concerns, environment
• block parties
• “did you know?” programs
• Apprenticing Millennials into leadership as lieutenant leaders
• directly address issues of declining demographic
• encourage mentorship relationships between new members and established 

members
• focus on the blessings God has given the congregation
• be faithful and Let Jesus take care of it
• virtual worship experience through social media
• proper role of worship and study in the family
• Consistent, faithful law and gospel preaching of the whole counsel of God
• Financial incentives for new members
• offer fellowship groups for young adults and parents of small children
• Study culture and local community
• understand the church leadership may need to earn respect
• be aware of life circumstances when plugging people into service opportunities
• every single ministry has intentional relationship with families
• all ministries intentionally are intergenerational
• provide opportunity to serve needs outside of the church
• Church website: prayer request needs, contact here
• sponsor a fun run, 5K, or marathon
• start a bar ministry 
• sponsor a car show
• prayer walk
• start a preschool or daycare
• partnering between other congregations
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• be intentional about approaching younger people and give authority to them; 
provide term limits, time frame, and a clear job description

• understand congregational life cycle
• mentoring families and young members
• youth get life stories of older members
• collaborate with in the circuit for youth ministry
• start a program to stay connected to 18 - 25 year olds
• strengthen Sunday school, youth ministry, and confirmation program
• equip grandparents to witness to younger folks; network grandparents and pastors 

to reach out to young people; use existing and new church activities to reach out 
into the community

• see funerals, baptisms, weddings etc. as an opportunity to reach young people
• strengthen our social media presence in schools, etc.
• allow retired people to serve by making adjustments to terms of office, and task 

over terms
• Keep college-age students connected to the congregation so they are involved and 

will be involved in ministry and mission
• Celebrate and be thankful for members we have, be they young or older
• Early childhood ministry may not grow the congregation, but does connect children 

and their family to Jesus
• couples and singles groups to get together and study the word and do Kingdom 

work/tasks
• creating relationship projects between elderly and youth, stressing the importance 

of both
• building relationships with the aging adults, reaching out to our youth (not waiting 

for them to approach the older adults)
• intergenerational community
• Understand who they are
• youth/aging adult relationships while youth are in home church
• keep in touch/create connections
• build relationships
• Outreach/generational projects: campus ministries, community ministries, and non-

church Folks
• mentoring youth by placing them on church leadership groups and encouraging 

their involvement
• helping to relate Biblical truth and teachings to a youth are living with today such 

as sexuality and different faith beliefs in a positive way
• interesting topics young people can relate to and personalize
• Encouragement
• equipping people to live out their faith
• educate young families
• provide a solid foundation
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Financial Stresses
• teach the financial realities of the church to young and old
• Faith produces a desire to give and so does guilt
• share generalized giving statistics
• provide regular financial updates to congregation
• emphasize importance of giving and charity and tithing
• education on financial literacy for congregation
• communicate bottom line effects of our giving to God 
• find personal ways to communicate people’s stories related to giving and receiving 

God’s blessings
• creative fundraising based on ministry purpose and target out of the congregation
• church workers and leaders model Biblical giving with transparency
• ask God, ask people part of the estate
• grant writing to LCMS, LCEF, LWML, federal/corporate/state grants, Thrivent and 

other sources
• Leadership
• teach a healthy relationship with things of this world including money
• Clarity and handling money offer Financial Peace University
• teach people that we have a great big God; trust him to provide
• Education 
• communicating the financial need and the vision
• set people free to serve
• take time to reflect on God’s goodness and give out of joyful gratefulness
• vision for ministry and purpose
• engaging congregation in prayer regarding stewardship
• communicate the benefits achieved by giving and constantly let members know
• allow direct deposit to get a fix them out like clockwork
• emphasis on firstfruits giving from scripture; congregation models through district, 

synod, and missions giving
• taking ownership
• have leaders that are accountable, trustworthy, respective, transparent, and value 

members’ input
• personal financial education from Thrivent, LSS, or Financial Peace University
• involve members and church work: giving will follow
• helping people find convenient ways to give
• helping people budget and include giving
• establish endowment funds
• estate planning
• nurture young people to be givers as they mature
• explore opening Concordia Health Plan to all congregation members
• Medishare-type programs for healthcare
• strategies to deal with rising healthcare costs for church workers and members
• see schools as long-term investment in stability
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• turn around negative attitudes toward schools
• encourage larger families for long-term growth
• Communicate
• Transparency
• ownership and involvement
• teaching stewardship
• Outreach
• outside partnership
• spend time in the word bible study
• Tell God’s story in the District, congregation, and world
• take Church into the community
• set the example with a congregational tithe 
• teach personal responsibility
• teach budgeting
• have a willingness to change
• credit plan
• proportionate giving
• online giving
• teach stewardship
• focus on Jesus as the gift and the giver
• focus more on ministry then tangibles
• shift focus to congregation as family
• year-round stewardship effort
• openly communicate the needs for all aspects of stewardship
• transparency by the church for how resources are used and to do a better job 

explaining the impact
• educate stewardship as a way of living your entire life and how you manage all 

your resources
• stewardship time; preaching, teaching, and Bible study; emphasize all as aspects: 

time, treasure, and talent, but do include financial pledge
• online giving option communicated
• strong stewardship committee to organize effort and set goals
• Hebrews 12:2 “...for the joy set before him, he endured the cross...” With that same 

joy, we give
• establish an endowment
• in all things stay positive
• offer automatic electronic giving and withdrawal
• make stewardship a big deal
• evaluate your funday money with your Sunday money
• offer estate planning
• use district’s planned giving counselor
• stay in debt do it ahead
• sense of mission
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• big gifts can hurt
• we need to give for own benefit
• God’s shovel is bigger
• habit of giving
• start Young
• Tithing
• endowment fund, educate about the uses of it
• motivation is the response to God’s gifts
• Grateful stories gifts make a difference
• year-round stewardship
• utilize District grants
• renting church space
• estate planning/proactivity and education
• utilize Thrivent
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For each of the three expressed challenges, our district staff looked at the data gathered 
at the 2015-2017 circuit visits, found some of the most common responses related to 
addressing each challenge, then developed a list of action items to put each suggestion 
into practice. If you need assistance in implementing new ideas, contact a district staff 
member.

Declining Worship Attendance
1. “Reach into community”

A. Your congregation could offer a special offsite worship service, perhaps 
outdoors in the summertime, or at a different time or place than a normal 
Sunday morning service, and invite the community to it.

B. Consider prayer walking around your neighborhood and community and 
meet people you come in contact with. Ask them if they have prayer needs.

C. On festival days, perhaps have a processional in your neighborhood leading 
into your building for the worship service. 

D. Have LCEF produce a demographic report for your community to learn 
about the people that live in your immediate surroundings.

E. Offer your facility for community groups to rent or use for free for meetings 
and other events, or perhaps as a polling place for elections.

F. Start a community garden that provides a place for people to connect and 
food for a local food pantry.

G. If people in your neighborhood are avid bicyclists, install a bike rack
H. Start a school of arts that connects faith with art and a place for local artists 

to build community and connect with the church.
2. “Quality of worship”

A. Preach solid law/gospel sermons that include practical applications to the 
Christian life.

B. Involve lay people in the leading of worship, whether it’s music, reading the 
lessons, serving communion, or other opportunities.

C. Train lay readers, greeters, ushers to be effective in their serving roles and 
welcoming to visitors. Follow-up with them to ensure that they have all they 
need to serve.

D. Be prepared for excellence in worship by coordinating and communicating 
with all involved and having everything planned in advance.

E. Teach about meaning of worship to all ages in Sunday School, Bible studies, 
confirmation, etc.

F. Use technology well to supplement the worship services. Some examples 
include using screens to project liturgy and hymns, having an adequate 
sound system for those with hearing issues, and making sermon recordings 

Putting Responses Into Practice
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available for those who are traveling.
3. “Engage families”

A. Have a children’s message at each service to engage them in the theme of the 
sermon.

B. Form a children’s choir to help lead singing and provide special music.
C. Engage children or youth as lay readers, ushers, greeters, acolytes, etc.
D. Keep families together in worship; don’t have a separate “children’s church” 

that separates the family during worship. Provide ways to keep active 
children quiet and occupied in church.

E. Start a VBS for the community to be invited and engaged in discipleship. 
Consider doing this VBS at a different time of day or year other than 
summer days.

4. “Understand that [worship/discipleship may need to be] different for variety of 
generations and cultures”

A. Offer materials (hymnals, bulletins, catechism, etc.) for other languages to 
worship with the congregation.

B. Introduce culturally diverse music in worship.
C. Engage non-Anglo pastors and lay people in leadership and ministry 

opportunities.
5. “Relationship building”

A. Begin offering small group Bible study options for church members and 
train leaders to choose curriculum and lead.

B. Train and equip members to extend personal invitations to church events 
and worship.

C. Teach people to engage disconnected people outside of church in their 
workplace, neighborhood, kids’ activities, etc.

D. Find new ways to use newcomer visits to invite them into the life of the 
church; follow up with them.

E. Develop points of connection, e.g. VBS, Easter egg hunt, Trunk or Treat, Bible 
studies, classic car show, MMA, fitness center, auto care for single mothers, 
early childhood center, church brewery/brew club, fish fry, community 
meals to invite community into the life of the church.

Aging Membership
1. “Equip parents to disciple kids”

A. Offer parenting classes that equip them to pass on the faith to their children.
B. Provide English as a Second Language (ESL) classes for new immigrants.

2. “Engage younger leaders”
A. Offer leadership training, and intentionally invite younger leaders to become 

active in congregational leadership. Actively recruit and encourage them to 
become leaders.

B. Offer apprenticeships for leadership positions so that these younger leaders 
can learn the specifics of roles and responsibilities. 

3. “Create intergenerational connections”
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A. Find ways for older and younger people to volunteer together, side-by-side.
B. Offer activities where young people teach technology to older adults.
C. Begin a Rebecca’s Garden of Hope afterschool tutoring program.
D. Offer wellness seminars that bring different age groups together.
E. Leverage a church-school partnership, whether through meeting the needs 

of public school children or a connected Lutheran school.
F. Invite youth to ask and tell older members’ faith and life stories. Provide 

creative ways for those stories to be shared.
4. “Relationship building in community”

A. Start new ministries—topical discussions, early childhood, fitness center, 
MOPS (mothers of preschoolers), disability ministries and use various 
means to invite your community to attend them.

B. Ensure facilities are adequate for older people to navigate your church 
building. 

5. “Partnerships with other congregations”
A. Start a youth ministry collaboration with circuit churches.
B. Realign your parish into a dual or triple parish.
C. Hold joint services, e.g. Lent, Advent, with circuit churches.
D. Co-host community events with other churches in your community.
E. Align with other churches for shared music ministries
F. Share best practices in various ministries with churches looking for resources 

and ideas.
Financial Challenges

1. “Financial literacy training”
A. Hold Financial Peace University classes to teach people about living debt-

free and budgeting.
B. Attend the District treasurer’s workshop to learn about managing your 

congregation’s budget.
C. Hold a retirement seminar at your church to help people navigate the 

financial implications of retirement. 
2. “Communication of financial needs”

A. Ensure your congregation engages in transparent accounting practices 
and communicates the budget and financial position accurately to the 
congregation.

B. Equip pastors and other leaders to teach about stewardship and ask for 
donations. 

3. “Ongoing stewardship education”
A. Use forthcoming district resources that will teach about how to find grants 

and other funding sources for your ministry.
B. Develop other income streams for your congregation, such as new ministries 

or renting space in your building.
C. Church leaders should model sacrificial giving for the congregation. 
D. Provide easier ways for members to give (online, ACH, etc.).
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E. Offer ongoing Bible studies/sermon series (not just during one season) to 
teach stewardship.

F. Connect giving with mission when teaching stewardship.
G. Invite members to participate in the LCEF Young Investors Club. Contact 

Kai Larson, District LCEF VP, for more information.
H. Establish an endowment fund at your congregation.

4. 4. “Estate planning”
A. Engage district estate planning counselor Matt Steiner to present to your 

congregation.
i. Hold an estate planning seminar.
ii. Offer individual consultations to members who express specific interest.




